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DESIGNER

Key benefits
• Integrated with Enterprise Studio

• Drag/drop controls to create forms

• Easy-to-use swim lane-based 
graphical workflow design

• Automatic, sophisticated 
data validation

• Business rules (dynamic forms)

• Save/load partially-filled forms

• Dynamic and cascading dropdowns

• Easy integration with SAP systems

• Design form layout with 
Microsoft Office

• Deploy to end users via SharePoint

“With Winshuttle Foundation, our material request process is more streamlined. 
We’ve achieved better validation and integration across our SAP material master 
data processes.”

- Justin Tan, Vice President of Procurement, NatSteel

Winshuttle Designer integrated with Enterprise Studio 
allows technical business analysts to create interactive 
forms and workflows for automating SAP® processes. 
Subject matter experts can build processes that run 
within Microsoft SharePoint and target a wide range of 
users with purpose-built and role-specific web forms.

Create easy to use Forms
Designer connects the structured transactional data stored within SAP and the 
unstructured, document-based information and processes that reside within Web-
based forms, content management systems, and portals. This direct interaction 
enables companies to reduce operational costs and increase business process 
agility via automation and increased data accuracy.

Build a Workflow

Create Forms and 
Workflow for SAP® Without 
Programming

Build a Form
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DESIGNER

Requirements

Server
• Windows Server 2003 

R2 (32/64 bit)/2008 R2 
(32/64 bit)/2012 (64 bit)

• SQL Server 2005/2008 
(32/64 bit)

• SharePoint 2007/2010 
(any version)

• NET Framework 3.5 SP1

Desktop Designers
• Windows XP/7/8 (32/64 bit)

• Microsoft InfoPath 2007/2010

• Internet Explorer 8.0 & higher

• .NET Framework 3.5 SP1      
.NET 4.0 for Infopath 2013

Desktop Users
• Windows XP/7/8 (32/64 bit)

• Internet Explorer (all versions 
supported by SharePoint)

Hardware
• Single Core, 2.5 GHZ

• 16 GB Memory, 16 GB Storage

• Network - 56 KBPS connection 
between client & server

Business users can easily automate business processes that include forms, such as Master 
Data maintenance requests, purchase requests, asset creation requests and resource 
requisitions. With Designer, it is straightforward to model workflows routing the forms to 
different participants for additional data input and approval. Different views of the same 
form can be displayed for different roles, providing each user with a targeted and relevant 
user interface.

The following features make Winshuttle Designer unique:

Forms
• Individual web form views: Control each workflow participant’s view of the form 

throughout the process
• Flexible attachments: Control who can attach and replace files
• Easy lookup and update of data from various data sources including SAP
• Design forms using Microsoft Office InfoPath 

Workflow
• Automatically assign participants based on a variable (e.g. product number)
• Controlled duration of assignments with reminders and escalations
• Handles out of office delegations
• Extensive administrative capabilities, including task re-assignment
• Powerful workflow reporting available via dashboard and SharePoint lists

For additional information, please visit  
www.winshuttle.com/products/designer

Designer provides advanced 
management of workflow 
processes with: 

• robust monitoring
• auditing
• versioning of workflows

This allows for easy modifications 
of existing processes and 
identifying bottlenecks, while 
alleviating the need to cancel 
and restart processes.


